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Location
MOUNT TARRENGOWER ROAD MALDON, MOUNT ALEXANDER SHIRE

Municipality
MOUNT ALEXANDER SHIRE

Level of significance
Registered

Victorian Heritage Register (VHR) Number
H1354

Heritage Overlay Numbers
HO475

VHR Registration
September 18, 1997

Heritage Listing
Victorian Heritage Register

Statement of Significance
Last updated on - May 13, 1999
The story of quartz mining in Lisles and Mantons gullies revolves around the working of three parallel reefs:
Lisles, Mantons, and Braithwaites (or the Mount), all worked extensively by small mining companies during the
nineteenth century. The vicinity experienced one period of large-scale mining: in the early 1880s, the Grand
Junction Company drove a tunnel from the head of Manton's Gully and, after encouraging results, erected a 24head battery and three roasting kilns to burn the quartz prior to crushing. The initial success of the Grand
Junction during the early 1880s blossomed into a full-scale mining boom, and soon the whole of the ground
along the line of the reefs-a distance of a mile and a quarter-was taken up. After the 1880s, however, little work
was done.
The Lisles and Mantons Gullies Quartz Gold Mines are of historical, archaeological and scientific importance to
the State of Victoria.
The Lisles and Mantons Gullies Quartz Gold Mines are historically and scientifically important as a characteristic
example of an important form of gold mining. Gold mining sites are of crucial importance for the pivotal role they
have played since 1851 in the development of Victoria. As well as being a significant producer of Victoria's
nineteenth century wealth, quartz mining, with its intensive reliance on machinery, played an important role in the
development of Victorian manufacturing industry. The Lisles and Mantons Gullies Quartz Gold Mines are
important as manifestations of this aspect of gold mining.
The Lisles and Mantons Gullies Quartz Gold Mines are scientifically important as one of the few places known in
Victoria where accesible and significant evidence of horse-powered haulage whims still exist. Mining relics in
Lisle's and Manton's gullies document a range of mining operations carried out over an 80-year period, from
1856 to the 1930s. The various elements making up the place appear to reflect the extensive use of the tribute
system of mining, whereby small co-operative parties of miners laboured under contract to mining companies, for
a share of any profits. This system of working is reflected in the dense distribution of the whim platforms (and
associated mullock heaps and blacksmith shops) and the continuous line of closely spaced shafts, each group
serviced by a carefully constructed siding access track. The occurrence of a mining boom is evinced by relics

including the adit and the remains of the 24-head battery and roasting kilns.
The Lisles and Mantons Gullies Quartz Gold Mines are scientifically significant for their potential to yield artefacts
and evidence which will be able to provide significant information about the technological history of gold mining.

Permit Exemptions
<span class="c1">EXEMPTIONS FROM PERMITS:<br /> (Classes of works or activities which may be
undertaken without a permit under<br /> Part 4 of the Heritage Act 1995)<br /> <br /> No permits are required for
the following classes of works provided they are<br /> carried out in accordance with the provisions of the
Conservation Plan For<br /> Historic Mining Sites prepared by David Bannear in 1996.<br /> <br /> Mineral
Exploration<br /> Fire suppression duties<br /> Timber production<br /> Weed and vermin control<br /> Public
safety<br /> Rehabilitation</span>
Construction dates

1880,

Heritage Act Categories Registered place,
Hermes Number

5253

Property Number

Extent of Registration
1. All the Crown land marked L1 on Diagram 608046 held by the Executive Director and including all the
remnants of above-ground structures; quartz-loading bays, stone buildings, circular stone-retained whim
platforms, blacksmiths' forges, loading ramps, battery footings, a set of three largely intact roasting kilns; all
archaeological deposits and
artefacts.
This place/object may be included in the Victorian Heritage Register pursuant to the Heritage Act 2017. Check
the Victorian Heritage Database, selecting 'Heritage Victoria' as the place source.
For further details about Heritage Overlay places, contact the relevant local council or go to Planning Schemes
Online http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/

